About FWS Group of Companies

Mechanical Services

The FWS Group of Companies is headquartered in Winnipeg,
Manitoba and provides services to clients across Canada and
around the world.
Though based in the tradition of design-build construction,
FWS’ evolution now involves pioneering a wide range of project
development approaches that include various forms of Construction
Management. The fully integrated FWS approach to construction
and development unifies owner, consultants and contractor(s) into a
results-oriented building team. The approach promotes single-source
accountability, improved cost control, shortened time frames, and a
relationship that keeps clients coming back again and again.

Design-Build Leaders
In the design-build process, design and construction are overlapped
and integrated, from preliminary design through to project
completion, ensuring that all disciplines are fully synchronized and
coordinated. Benefits include reduced costs, improved flexibility,
and shorter project schedules. Our extensive experience with
design-build projects allows us to bring a unique team-based
perspective to traditional Design-Bid-Build, Project Management,
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and Construction Management projects.

Excellence in Construction Management
FWS’ strong design-build heritage made the transition to large
Construction Management and Project Management both natural
and effective. We are now a leader in providing tailored services
to a broad range of clients – and an even broader range of project
sizes and subjects. FWS’ team-based, open-book approach,
combined with the option of guaranteed maximum price contracts,
provides clients with the assurance of competitive pricing, process
integrity, and peace of mind.
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FWS Mechanical
FWS Mechanical is a group established within
the FWS Group of Companies to effectively
serve the needs of clients by focusing on
cost effective, efficient retrofit, and upgrade
services for ag industrial, processing, bulk
material handling, fertilizer, malting, and other
industrial related sectors. It has the important
advantage of being able to access the vast
experience of FWS’ design and engineering
teams required for technological or productivity
upgrades, while remaining nimble enough to
effectively fast track the design, management,
integration, and installation of processing and
handling works.
Our team works closely with the owner to
meet their expectations, while developing the
most cost effective solutions for any specific
application. This approach ensures a smooth
integration and minimal interference with
operating efficiencies at existing facilities.

Retrofit, Upgrade and Integration Construction Services

PRECISION,
PROFESSIONALISM,
EFFICIENCY & QUALITY.

FWS Mechanical employs a team of experienced professionals that have
the objective of being a solution provider while delivering precision and the
shortest possible construction time.
We have built and integrated numerous processing, fertilizer, malting and
bulk material handling plant upgrades, including equipment performance
upgrades and retrofits. We utilize our team’s well-established capacity to
manage multiple construction projects in a timely and precision oriented
manner, leading to the high level of customer satisfaction that brings
customers back, time and time again.

